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ABSTRACT

The combination of RF waves in the Lower Hybrid (LH) and Ion Cyclotron (IC)
frequency ranges offers a versatile and efficient way of hearing tokamak plasmas while
controlling their transport properties and MHD stability through the control of the current
density profile. Experimental and theoretical studies on the applications of such plasma waves
have been carried out on TORE SUPRA during recent years and are reported here.

The LH system coupled up to 6.5 MW during 2 seconds at 3.7 GHz through two
multijunction launchers. In the longest plasma shot, the total injected LH energy reached a
record value of 170 MJ during a 62 s LH pulse, at a power level of 2.8 MW, corresponding to
an average power density of 17 MW/m2. The Ion Cyclotron Resonant Frequency (ICRF)
system (35-80 MHz) is composed of 3 resonant double loop antennas. Up to 4 MW have been
coupled with a single antenna allowing a record power density through the Faraday screen of
16 MW/m2 to be reached. 30 s steady-state RF pulses have been obtained with up to 54 MJ
delivered to the plasma. One of the major observations has been the transition to the so-called
"stationary LHEP regime" (Ip = 0.8 MA, nc0 = 2.8 x 1019 nr3, PLH = 3.2 MW) in which the
(flat) central current density (qo = 2) and (peaked) electron temperature profiles (Tco - 6 -
8 keV) are fully decoupled. This regime exhibits a significant improvement of the global
confinement (40%) due to the increase of Ij, i.e. of the magnetic shear in the outer half of the
discharge, supplemented by a large reduction of the electron thermal diffusivity in the central
zone where the magnetic shear vanishes due to the slight off-axis character of the LH power
and current deposition. TRANSP analyses show that LHEP plasmas provide access to the
second ballooning stability regime. At higher current and density (Ip = 1.5 MA, neo =
6 x 1019 nr3), ICRH stabilization of sawteeth (4 MW) combined with LHCD current profile
modifications has allowed to extend the stabilized phase for up to 1 s with 3.4 MW of LH
power, the duration of sawtooth-free periods increasing with the LH power. Dynamical
properties of fast electrons during LHCD have been investigated recently on TORE SUPRA
through power modulation experiments. It is shown that slowing down always predominate,
and from the long time evolution of the hard X-ray emission, the radial diffusion rate of the fast
electrons is estimed to be 0.1-0.3 mV1.

Theoretical developments have focussed on the modelling of Lower Hybrid and Fast
Wave Current Drive and Heating (FWCD/H). The effect of intrinsic stochasticity on the
propagation of LH waves is discussed and a fully developed statistical theory of stochastic
wave diffusion and multipass absorption, with applications to TORE SUPRA through a Wave
Diffusion/Fokker-Planck numerical code (WDFP), is briefly presented. This model provides a
simple explanation for the temperature dependence of the LHCD efficiency in small tokamaks.
The ICRH full wave code ALCYON has been upgraded to compute the power and current
deposition profiles from direct (ELD/TTMP) electron absorption of the Fast Wave. The code
has been used to study FWCD in TORE SUPRA, JET and ITER.

Finally a new concept of an efficiently cooled reflector antenna for LHCD applications
in a steady-state reactor is briefly described.

Sec appendix
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and current deposition. TRANSP analyses show that LHEP plasmas provide access to the
second ballooning stability regime. At higher current and density (Ip = 1.5 MA, nco =
6 x 1019 nr3), ICRH stabilization of sawteeth (4 MW) combined with LHCD current profile
modifications has allowed to extend the stabilized phase for up to 1 s with 3.4 MW of LH
power, the duration of sawtooth-free periods increasing with the LH power. Dynamical
properties of fast electrons during LHCD have been investigated recently on TORE SUPRA
through power modulation experiments. It is shown that slowing down always predominate,
and from the long time evolution of the hard X-ray emission, the radial diffusion rate of the fast
electrons is estimed to be 0.1-0.3 mV1.

Theoretical developments have focussed on the modelling of Lower Hybrid and Fast
Wave Current Drive and Heating (FWCD/H). The effect of intrinsic stochasticity on the
propagation of LH waves is discussed and a fully developed statistical theory of stochdstic
wave diffusion and multipass absorption, with applications to TORE SUPRA through a Wave
Diffusion/Fokker-Planck numerical code (WDFP), is briefly presented. This model provides a
simple explanation for the temperature dependence of the LHCD efficiency in small tokamaks.
The ICRH full wave code ALCYON has been upgraded to compute the power and current
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Finally a new concept of an efficiently cooled reflector antenna for LHCD applications
in a steady-state reactor is briefly described.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The combination of RF waves in the Lower Hybrid (LH) and Ion Cyclotron (IC)

frequency ranges offers a versatile and efficient way of heating tokamak plasmas while

controlling their transport properties and MHD stability through the modification of the current

density profile. In particular, the possibility of decoupling the temperature and current density

profiles offers a new degree of freedom to the Tokamak configuration in which, up to recent

years, the various physical parameters were severely linked by the laws of resistive diffusion,

dissipation and anomalous transport which govern the inductive mode of operation.

A number of experiments performed at sufficiently high additional heating and current

drive power on DIII-D [1], JET [2], JT-60U [3] and TFTR [4] have shown that modifications

in the plasma velocity shear but also in the magnetic shear (i.e. in the current density profile)

were responsible for obtaining various enhanced confinement modes (H, VH, PEP + H,
High-li, High-Pn, High-pp,...). Performance improvements are generally measured with

respect to empirical or semi-empirical scaling laws for confinement [5-8] (H factor) and beta-
limit [91 (pn factor). These laws have been guiding the concept of the "Next-Step Tokamaks"

towards high plasma current operation (e.g. ITER, "International Tokamak Experimental

Reactor"). Strong departures from these scaling laws are now being observed, leading to the

emergence of a new reactor concept which appears promising, with a possible relaxation on the

plasma current constraint and the potential for steady-state operation with a high fraction of

bootstrap current ("Advanced Steady-State Tokamak Reactor") [10-11].

An important part of the TORE SUPRA physics program [12] is devoted to the study of

RF heating and non-inductive current drive and in particular of phenomena related to the current

density profile control and having the potentiality of producing stationary enhanced

performance regimes [13], whereas most of the results mentioned above have been obtained so

far during transients.

In this paper, we shall review our main experimental and theoretical achievements

related to this research area over the last few years. First, we shall briefly describe the Lower

Hybrid (LH) and Ion Cyclotron Resonant Frequency (ICRF) systems which have been up to

now the basic heating and current drive methods allowing TORE SUPRA to run stationary

long-pulse discharges with the help of its steady toroidal magnetic field (superconducting TF

coils). The long-pulse coupling performance of the RF systems will be reported as well as a

one-minute-long plasma discharge [14] partly sustained by the use of Lower Hybrid Current

Drive (LHCD). Then in section 3 we shall describe a series of experiments dedicated to plasma

confinement studies with the observation of the transient "high-li" regime [15] and also of a

new "Lower Hybrid Enhanced Performance" (LHEP) regime [13, 16, 17] which is stationary



and exhibits some similarity with the transient "Pellet Enhanced Performance" (PEP) mode

discovered in JET [18]. Section 4 will be devoted to experiments on ICRF sawtooth

stabilization with the combined effect of LHCD modifying the current density profile [13, 19,

2O]. We shall report in section 5 on our experimental investigations concerning the diffusion of

fast electrons generated by LH waves [21-22]. This is indeed an important matter in the

perspective of using LHCD for current profile control and it also brings some insight into the

physics of Tokamak"plasmaturbulencerFinally,~ section 6 deals with current ramp-up

experiments in which the LH power provided a significant part of the resistive poloidal flux

[23]. A simple non-dimensional theoretical scaling for extrapolating resistive (and possibly

inductive) volt-second savings to arbitrary size Tokamaks [13,24] will also be presented here.

A number of other theoretical studies will be briefly exposed in the final part of this

paper. Section 7 deals with the stochastic propagation of LH waves in Tokamak geometry [25-

26] and its consequences on LHCD modelling, and on the observed temperature dependence of

the current drive efficiency. A fully developed statistical theory of stochastic wave diffusion and

multipass absorption has been worked out, with applications to TORE SUPRA through a Wave

Diffusion/Fokker-Planck numerical code (WDFP) [27]. Secondly (section 8), the ICRH full

wave code ALCYON [28] has been upgraded to compute the power and current deposition

profiles from direct (ELD/TTMP) electron absorption of the magnetosonic wave for Fast Wave

Current Drive (FWCD) applications [29]. The code has been used to predict FWCD in TORE

SUPRA, JET and ITER. Finally, preliminary calculations concerning a new LH launcher

concept using a robust reflector waveguide array [30], with efficient cooling capability for

possible reactor applications, will be presented in section 9. A general conclusion follows with

some perspectives on future developments.

2. LONG-PULSE LOWER HYBRID AND ION CYCLOTRON RESONANT

FREQUENCY SYSTEMS

2.1. Lower Hybrid power transmission and coupling

The 3.7 GHz / 8 MW lower hybrid system [31] installed on TORE SUPRA is made of

16 cw klystron amplifiers delivering up to 500 kW each. The power is transmitted to the

launcher through oversized waveguides over about 20 m with a measured transmission factor

reaching 94 %. Transmission lines are terminated by a 3 dB hybrid junction which divides the

power delivered by each klystron and allows to power simultaneously an U1., . and a lower

antenna module.

The LH power is coupled to the plasma via two multijunction launchers made of 16

modules (8 juxtaposed in the upper row and 8 in the lower row), and mounted on two adjacent

ports of the machine. Each module consists of 2 rows of 4 reduced-size waveguides whose

electrical lengths are successively shifted by 90 degrees and whose front end is coated with a



thin layer of boron carbide (640. Spectrum flexibility is obtained by phasing the modules.

This allows to launch a travelling wave whose peak refraction index (n//) in the direction

parallel to the static magnetic field can be chosen between 1.4 (- 90° phasing) and 2.3 (+ 90°

phasing). In each antenna, the number of reduced waveguides facing the plasma is 128 (32 in

each row) and therefore the n// spectrum is quite narrow (full width at half maximum An// ~

0.2). A maximum power of 6.5 MW has been coupled to the plasma during 2 seconds.

Global reflection coefficients in the range 1-3 % were obtained in a wide range of

plasma edge densities and a broad minimum was observed for phase shifts between modules
ranging from 8<(> = - 90° to 5<j> = + 90°. The various scattering matrix elements of the

multijunction waveguide array have been measured experimentally together with the plasma

density in front of the launchers (Langmuir probes). When the density at the waveguide
apertures is at least around 3 to 4 x 1017 nr3, i.e. roughly twice the cutoff density, good

coupling is achieved, and the linear theory describes fairly well the observed reflected and

cross-coupled signals [32]. In another series of coupling experiments in which the plasma was

lying against the inner wall, the launcher has been pushed away from the plasma boundary up

to distances exceeding 10 cm. The global reflection coefficient was also a few percents and

coupling was still well described by theory.

During the longest plasma shot, the total injected LH energy reached a record value of

170 MJ during a 62-second LH pulse, at a power level of 2.8 MW corresponding to an

averaged power density of 17 MW/m2.

2.2. LH driven quasi-stationary plasmas

The maximum LHCD efficiency, y, was nearly 2 x 1019 Am~2/W for a total plasma

current Ip = 1.6 MA, at volume-averaged temperatures not exceeding 1.4 keV and at relatively
high densities (ne = 4 x 1019 rrr3). In these conditions, the OH-LH synergism was still

significant [33], giving apparent efficiencies of 3.5 x 1019 AnT2TW below 1 MW. With

ne = 1.5 x 1019 rrr3, Ip = 1.6 MA and PLH = 4.8 MW, the plasma loop voltage dropped by

90%. At this current, sawteeth disappeared with PLH = 2.9 MW but large m=l oscillations
were present [33]. At Ip = 0.8 MA and nc = 2.2 x 1019 nr3, the loop voltage vanishes with

PLH = 2.9 MW, giving y = 1.5 x 1019 Arrf2/W.

Thanks to the LH primary flux saving (41 Wb), a 67-second-long/l MA quasi-

stationary inner wall discharge has been achieved, with a one-minute flat-top and a central
density of 3.5 x 1019 nr3 (Fig. 1) [14]. The plasma was vertically swept (±4 mm) with a 16

s period in order to spread the heat load over the inner wall surface. About 0.8 MA was due to

the presence of LH waves. At a plasma current of 1.3 MA and a central density of 4.5
x 1019 nr3 the maximum pulse length was 42 seconds.



2.3. The ICRF system and ̂  effect of B.4C coating on the antennas

The ICRH system (35-80 MHz) is composed of three Resonant Double Loop compact

antennas [34] which were originally equipped with Faraday screens covered with brazed carbon

tiles. To allow for long-pulse operation, new screens with cooled septum, tubes tilted along the

magnetic field and boron carbide coating have been developed. The new design showed

improved performance. The vacuum RF losses in the antennas were reduced by a factor of 4
and the plasma loading was improved typically from 2 to 2.5 Q/m. However, the major benefit

was a significant reduction of the total power radiated by the plasma, both in monopole and

dipole configurations.

Large heat fluxes are incident on the lateral protections of the antennas and the

possibility that this is caused by RF sheaths is now under investigation.

With a single antenna, 4 s/3.6 MW pulses are routinely coupled to the plasma and even

up to 4 MW have been coupled, allowing to reach a record power density of 16 MW/m .

Thirty-second steady-state RF pulses have been obtained, the antenna thermal equilibrium being

reached after 12 seconds. Up to 54 MJ in a pulse have been delivered to the plasma.

3. LOWER HYBRID ENHANCED PERFORMANCE

3.1. High-lj global confinement improvement

Current ramp-down experiments with plasma current, Ip, varying from 1.7 MA to

0.8 MA at a rate of about 1 MA/s were conducted at central densities nco between 2.5 and
3 x 1019 rrr3, LH powers ranging from 2.5 MW to 2.9 MW and wave parallel indexes, n//,

between 1.4 and 2.2 [15]. The LH power was applied just before the ramp. Small sawteeth

were suppressed and no MHD activity was observed. During the subsequent 0.8 MA plateau,

the steady-state value of the internal inductance parameter, 1;, reached 1.7 instead of 1.4 in the

ohmic case and 0.7 MA were driven by the waves whereas the bootstrap current was about

0.1 MA. In the steady-state phase, these discharges exhibit an improved global confinement

(up to 40%) with respect to normal discharges which generally follow the Rebut-Lallia-Watkins

(RLW) global scaling [6]. As will be shown in section 3.2, this final state obtained after the

current ramp down can be also obtained by applying the LH power directly on a low current

flat-top. It must also be noted that the confinement improvement is not due to the absence of

sawteeth since other disi-.iaiges in which sawteeth were stabilized with partial current drive still
followed RLW scaling.



3.2. The stationary LHEP mode

When about 3 MW of LH power are applied directly on a steady 0.8 MA current flat-top

discharge (qvy = 7.5), the surface loop voltage vanishes and Ij also rises although the current

density in the center of the plasma decreases as shown by the Faraday rotation measurements

and the BDENT-D magnetic flux surface identification code [17]. The central safety factor, qo,

then varies from 1 to nearly 2 and small sawteeth disappear as soon as the LH power is applied.

As soon as the LH is turned on, the global confinement becomes better than RLW or L-mode

scalings (= 40%) together with the increase of the internal inductance. Clearly, this increase is

not linked with a peaking of the central current profile, as is often mistakenly believed, but

rather to an increase of the magnetic shear in the confinement region (r/a > 0.3) [16,19].

In addition, after about one second, the central core of some of these discharges shows

a transition into a new stationary regime (the LHEP mode [13, 16]) where the electron
temperature strongly peaks within r/a < 0.4, and the central temperature, Tc0, rises to about 6 to

8 keV (Figs. 2-3). During the transition, central hard X-ray emission remains constant below

150 keV (LH accessibility) and slightly decreases at higher energies, so a sudden increase of

the central power deposition is unlikely to occur. Current density profile identifications

(IDENT-D) have been carried out [17] (Fig.4) during the ohmic, intermediate, and LHEP

phases for the discharge shown in Fig. 2. When the LH power is applied (t = 5.5 s) the current

density profile slowly flattens in the center and the magnetic shear nearly vanishes for r < 0.2

m. It may even be slightly negative as in the transient PEP phase of JET [18], but the

uncertainties in the identification do not allow to make a firm assessment. Within these

uncertainties, the current density profiles in the intermediate phase (t = 6 s) and in the LHEP

phase (t = 8 s) seem to be very similar except for a slight difference in the magnetic shear in

the gradient region.

Ray-tracing calculations of the LH absorption profile have been performed with the

Bonoli-Fuchs [35] code with the wave spectrum centered at n// = 1.8. We note on Fig. 4 that

the LH power deposition profile is consistent with the measured current density profile and a

small diffusion of the fast electrons during their slowing down [36].

Quiescent LHEP phases are sometimes terminated by a sudden collapse of the central

electron temperature (typically from 6 to 3 keV) followed by a strong, n = 1 / m = 2 dominated,

MHD activity. Switch-off or partial breakdowns of the RF power often trigger these minor

disruptions. The tearing mode stability around the q = 2 flux surface has been investigated with

the TEARING code. A' has been found to be of the order of 50 (i.e. strongly linearly unstable)

although no MHD activity is observed. This was tentatively explained by the stabilizing effect

of the curvature on the non-linear growth of the mode in strong pressure gradients [37]. Minor



disruptions at the LH power turn off would then be the result of a rapid decrease of the pressure

gradient compared with the slower resistive time evolution of the q profile.

The stability of LHEP discharges with respect to ballooning modes has been studied

through TRANSP simulations [38] and it is found that these modes should be stable even in the

highest pressure gradient region (0.1 m < r < 0.3 m, q = 2) and that the q profile could indeed

be slightly inverted inside r/a = 0.4. A corresponding ballooning stability diagram is shown in

Fig. 5. While the increased magnetic shear in the confinement region provides a better margin

with respect to first stability, its decrease - or reversal - in the central part of the discharge

provides access to the second stability domain and therefore a further increase of the central
electron and ion pressure (and therefore of (3) appears possible with extra heating power if the q

profile can be adequately controlled.

Local transport analyses have been made using both the TRANSP [38] and the Bonoli-

Fuchs / LOCO [35, 39] codes with the available experimental data. In Fig. 6 and 7 the

simulated current density profile and q profile, as found from LOCO, are shown together with

the various components of the total current density (diffused LH driven current plus bootstrap

and ohmic currents). Fair agreement was found between the two simulations. The bootstrap

current component amounts to about 0.1 MA and the LH current to about 0.7 MA consistently

with the vanishing loop voltage. The electron and 1-fluid heat diffusivities obtained from the

TRANSP simulation during the ohmic and LHEP phases are shown in Fig. 8 as a function of

the minor radius. They should be correct within a factor of two around the half-radius. A strong

reduction of the diffusivities in the center of the discharge can be deduced, even though

uncertainties on the analysis and on the exact power deposition in this region make it difficult to

really quantify so far.

The observation of the "Lower Hybrid Enhanced Performance" stresses the influence of

the current density profile on the transport properties of magnetically confined plasmas, and the

importance of its control. In future experiments, attempts will be made to push the LHEP
regime to higher pp and (3n and thus to increase the bootstrap current. This will require the use

of combined high power LHCD/ICRF heating, and/or of Neutral Beam Injection [3].

4. ICRF SAWTOOTH STABILIZATION

4.1. Hot ion stabilization through ICRF minority heating

Extensive studies [19-20] have been dedicated to the so-called "monster sawteeth"

observed for the first time on JET [4O]. When operating in the hydrogen minority heating

scheme, dipole configuration, with the resonance on the magnetic axis (± 6 cm), and with

reduced-size inner wall target plasmas (R=2.28 m, a=0.72 m), long sawteeth-free periods are

observed. The range of plasma parameters in which stabilization occurs is rfe between 2.5 and



5 x 1019 nr3, Ip between 1.3 and 1.7 MA, and the threshold power is 3 to 3.5 MW. As seen

on other machines, the neutron yield and plasma energy content continuously rise until the

sawtooth collapse, although the central electron temperature saturates. This results in a 15%

increase of the global confinement time.

As in JET, an m=2/n=l mode grows after the collapse, preventing any new stabilization"

until it disappears. A number of ripple-trapped fast ions are systematically lost at the end of the

rising phase of the "monster" sawteeth but no MHD activity has been detected on magnetic

loops or soft X-rays during these losses.

A significant increase of the sawtooth-free period duration with the plasma density has

been observed. At the same time the soft X-ray inversion radius grows showing that the

stabilizing effect of the hot ion population is stronger at higher density. It is proposed [19] that

this is due to a reduction of the anisotropy of the minority ion distribution function which, for a

given total hot ion pressure, contains a larger proportion of barely passing or "sloshing" ions

which are thought to exert a stabilizing influence on the n =1, m = 1 tearing mode.

4.2. Extended stabilization with combined ICRF/LHCD operation

A consequence of the continuous expansion of the q=l surface and concomitant
decrease of q0 is the eventual occurrence of the sawtooth collapse. Experiments using LH

current drive have been carried out to possibly prevent this evolution by partly decoupling the

current profile from the electron temperature. As shown on Fig.9, the duration of the sawtooth-

free periods increases up to nearly one second with increasing LH power to 3.4 MW while the

ICRF power is kept at 4 MW (dipole configuration, around 10 % H minority in D plasma),
IP = 1.5 MA and ne = 4 x 1019 m-3.

Fig. 10 shows the evolution of the central safety factor, qo, during the one-second

sawtooth-free period. After an initial decrease similar to the one observed with ICRF heating

alone, the rate of change of qo almost vanishes near qo = 0.9, showing a clear trend towards

full stabilization by the combination of the ICRF hot ion pressure effect and of LHCD current

profile control. However the stored diamagnetic energy rises continuously during the sawtooth-

free phase indicating that the temperature profile has not reached full equilibrium when the crash

occurs. Attempts to reach full steady-state stabilization are in progress.

4.3. Transport analyses and comparison with the high-lj and LHEP
modes

A comparison of the electron heat transport during L-mode ICRF heating and LHCD

has been done using LOCO [19]. The two heating pulses (dipole, hydrogen minority in

deuterium, and 0° phasing LHCD) were applied on the same shot with the same power



(3.8 MW) at a plasma current of 1.7 MA, a major radius of 2.3 m, a minor radius of 0.74 m,

a line-averaged density of 4 x 101^ nr3. The power deposition profiles and the heating

mechanisms (fast ions and fast electrons respectively) differ substantially. Due to a significant

bulk ion heating, the power deposited on the bulk electrons is smaller but is more centrally

deposited in the case of ICRF heating. As a result, the electron stored energy was the same in

the two cases and was in good agreement with the RLW prediction [6]. ^e is larger in the

confinement region for ICRF heating but the total (electron and ion) stored energy is larger thus

yielding a somewhat larger global confinement time.

A comparison of the electron heat diffusivities in the confinement zone (0.5 < r/a < 0.7)

for various regimes (ICRH and LHCD L-modes, High-lj modes, sawtooth-free periods) is

shown in Fig. 11 [16, 19]. A common feature of all these confinement modes is a monotonie

decrease of Xe with increasing magnetic shear around the half plasma radius. It is interesting to

note that this increase is indeed present both in the case of the High-lj regimes and in the

sawtooth-free ICRF heated plasmas even though the central current density profiles are quite

different. This confirms the influence of the local magnetic shear on electron heat transport and

seems to support the relevance of local theories for describing its physics.

5. SUPRATHERMAL ELECTRON TRANSPORT

Recent fast electron transport studies [21-22] were based on perturbative experiments

using an electron cyclotron absorption (ECA) diagnostic [41] and hard X-ray emission (HXE)

measurements [42]. LH power modulations are performed in helium plasmas, at Ip = 0.8 MA

and ïïe = 2 to 2.5 x 1019 nr3, so that a full non-inductive LHCD regime is achieved without

sawteeth or significant MHD activity. The LH power is then square-modulated between O and

3.5 MW with a period ranging from 20 ms up to several seconds allowing a wide range of

plasma dynamics to be explored. The HXE response which is expressed in terms of

eigenmodes is characterized by two time scales, TI (10 to 40 ms) and 12 (0.1 to 1 s) which

depend on the observed electron energy (Fig. 12).

The characteristic time TI shows up as the relaxation time of the fast electron tail at the

switch off of the LH power and is consistent with the ECA response at LH turn off. From its

absolute value and energy dependence, but also from density dependences, it can confidently be

attributed to the slowing down of suprathermal electrons. The rise time of the non-thermal

signals during the quasi-linear creation of the tail is miic*1 f—fer and cannot be seen within the

HXE time resolution. It must be governed by quasi-linear diffusion rather than collisional
slowing down.

The longest time scale, t2. can be seen during the establishment of the equilibrium HXE

profile after LH turn on, and is not visible after switch off because of the strong decreuse of the



signal to noise ratio. Abel inversion of the HXE measurements at two different times (0.5 s and

3 s after LH switch-on) can be seen in Fig. 12(c). A clear broadening of the profile is observed
and from this we identify Ta as the radial diffusion characteristic time. The effect of the d.c.

electric field resistive diffusion could also be invoked on this time scale but it has been rejected

for it would not produce the observed broadening of the HXE. Assuming that suprathermal

electron transport is diffusive with a constant diffusion coefficient, Dst, over the plasma cross

section, we found Dst = 0.1 to 0.3 m2/s in the energy range between 200 and 500 keV.

Preliminary investigations in which delayed changes in the central electron temperature had

been hypothetically attributed either to fast electron transport (which would have required much

larger diffusion coefficients) or to changes in the central heat losses [33], may therefore be best

interpreted in terms of the latter hypothesis, possibly linked with modifications in the current

profile (cf. section 3), although the presence of sawteeth could also have played a significant

role.

Another approach for determining the diffusion rate of LH generated suprathermal

electrons is to make use of extensive ray-tracing/Fokker-Planck simulations [26, 43]. The

Bonoli-Fuchs code [35] includes a simplified model for estimating the effect of non-thermal

diffusion on the non-inductive current generated by the LH waves. A diffusion coefficient for

the current, Dj, is deduced from an assumed confinement time of the fast electrons, consistently

with the corresponding loss term in the Fokker-Planck equation. Fair agreement between the

simulated global plasma parameters (loop voltage, internal inductance, stored energy,...) as

well as radial data, including temperature and HXE spectra profiles [43] is found for a non-

inductive current diffusion, Dj, of the order of 1 m2/s. This still leaves at least a factor of 3

discrepancy between the direct experimental determination of Dst and the value of Dj which

needs to be assumed in ray-tracing/ Fokker-Planck codes for obtaining a nearly flat or slightly

hollow current density profile in the center (in agreement with polarimetry measurements and

IDENT-D magnetic reconstruction) despite the calculated power deposition profile which

generally peaks off-axis (section 3, Fig. 4).

6. CURRENT RAMP-UP EXPERIMENTS AND FLUX CONSUMPTION
SCALING

Controlling the current density profile during the current ramp-up phase in Tokamaks is

beneficial from the point of view of MHD stability [44] and therefore volt-second consumption

(Ejima constant [45]). The long penetration time of the ohmic current prévenu ._..iping the

current at a fast rate with inductive drive only and lowering the ramp-up rate generally results in

an increase of the poloidal flux consumption. Adding a source of non-inductive current on axis

can help maintaining a monotonie or only slightly inverted q profile at faster rates and therefore
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provides safe margins both on the stability of the discharge and on the poloidal flux

consumption.

Transforming the usual current drive figure of merit, y (cf. section 2.2), into a figure of

merit which is machine-size-independent (Cres) for the resistive flux economy, A<))res, leads to

the definition [33] :

It is a measure of the current drive efficiency (equivalent to 7) boosted by the effective (or

average) loop voltage in the plasma (Veff). Thus, extrapolations and/or optimizations regarding

surface flux consumption are not straightforward on the basis of Cres.

A more appropriate scaling can be found from 0-D considerations and has been

confirmed by 1-D numerical calculations taking into account profile effects (Fig. 13, [24]). For

a given current increment, AL, with a given profile, a given and fixed amount of internal

magnetic energy, AW1, must be supplied to the plasma in addition to some undesirable resistive

dissipation. In order to make a dimensionless surface flux consumption analysis (Poynting

analysis) in the general case where part of the current is non-inductively driven, it is convenient

to normalize all fluxes to the' "internal" flux variation, AO* = L1 AIp = AW1 / Ip, which is

linked with the increase of the internal magnetic energy, independently of the plasma ohmic

resistance. Measuring the volt-second consumption (AOsurf) in units of AO* thus directly

exhibits the fraction of the primary magnetic energy which is irreversibly lost in the current

ramp-up process. It can be noted at this point that, although we shall keep referring to AO* as

the "inductive" flux component (as commonly done by an extension of the purely ohmic case),

this may be somewhat confusing, in particular in the case where AOsurf is smaller than AO*

i. e. where the loop voltage becomes negative on axis. This could occur in principle if the

plasma is "overdriven" by sufficiently powerful non-inductive sources, e. g. in the initial phase

of the current ramp-up.

Our scaling relates the surface flux consumption, AOsurf (normalized to AO*), to the

LH power normalized to the power, P*, which would steadily drive the full current. It reads :

AOsurf L T!P /PLH !\
AO* / Trcs I P* '

where ilp = (dlp/lpdt)" and tres = L;/Rp, the ratio of the internal inductance and resistance of

the plasma, is profile dependent. The left hand side represents a normalized flux saving in units

of the inductive flux, with the convention that it is positive only when the plasma is
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"overdriven" by the RF (PLH > P*, Veff < O), a situation where tIp/Tres should be maximized

(low ramp-up rate, low conductivity).

This simple scaling shows the dependence of the normalized flux saving versus LH

power and the importance of the parameter Tip/Trcs which is also the ratio of the resistive to

inductive flux in the pure inductive drive. In the LH "underdriven" regime in which the LH

power is insufficient to drive the total current, this ratio must of course be minimized (fast

ramps) and part of this irreversible primary consumption can be saved depending on the ratio
PLH/P*. On the contrary, as long as the available power allows to "overdrive" the plasma (i.e.

at low enough current) a vanishingly small surface loop voltage can in principle be maintained

provided that T[p/Tres is large (slow ramps). This is a regime in which the inductive flux - or a

fraction of it which increases with tip/Trcs (given PLH/*"*) - can also be provided by LHCD.

This would require very long ramps and has not been experimentally achieved yet.

Experiments performed at various ramp-up rates with ne between 1 and 2 x 1019 nr3

were always in the "underdriven" regime (minimum T[p/Trcs). Some shots are represented on

Fig. 13. They were characterized by Crcs = 0-25 x 1019 Wb.m^/MJ above 1 MW, whereas

Cres varied between 0.5 and 1.5 x 1019 Wb.nrVMJ for PLH < 0.5 MW [23]. The minimum

achievable Tjp was limited by MHD stability, but a stable domain exists in the (PLH. dlp/dt)

plane (Fig. 14., [44]) indicating that, by using an adequate amount of LH power (which

increases with increasing ramp-up rate), the current profile can be controlled, leading to a
higher internal inductance (1;) than in the ohmic case. Highest phase velocities led to the

maximum increase of I1. In another set of experiments, imposing a constant voltage on the

primary circuit and 2 MW LH power, the plasma current rose freely to 2.1 MA at a rate of 0.16

MA/s without MHD activity.

7. THEORY OF SPECTRAL WAVE DIFFUSION AND MULTIPASS

ABSORPTION

7.1. Temperature dependence of the Lower Hybrid Current Drive
efficiency

Recent work [25-27] has shown that, for the parameter regimes typical of many present

day LHCD experiments, the orbits of the launched LH rays are chaotic in the Hamiltonian

sense, so that wave energy diffuses through the stochastic layer in the available phase space and

fills the well known spectral gap between the launched waves and the maxwellian electrons

[46]. During the multiple passes of the wave through the plasma, parasitic non-resonant

absorption occurs and drains RF power. We have developed a model for the temperature

dependence of the current drive efficiency which is linked with this process [25]. The power
lost can be written :
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Ploss(n//o) = Pin(n//o) [1 - exp(-Nynr)]

where Pjn is the input power, N is the average number of passes made by an ensemble of rays

launched near n//o and ynr is the non-resonant damping per pass. If <An//2> is the diffusion per

pass and veo the thermal electron velocity in the plasma center, then the number of passes

needed to fill the spectral gap can be estimated as
N = (c/4veo - n//o)2 / <An//2>

Then, only the ratio y* = yîlr / <Ari//2> of the non-resonant damping rate to the n// diffusion rate

appears as an essential parameter, for :

Ploss(n//o) / Pin(n//o) » 1 - exp[- 7* (c/4veo - n//o)2].

Estimating y* from non-resonant damping due to electron-ion collisions in the plasma edge, and

including the parasitic losses into the calculation of the current drive figure of merit, we find a

temperature dependence which is in reasonable agreement with the experimental observations.

In high temperature plasmas, when the spectral gap is small, c/4veo approaches n//o, PIOSS is

small and the temperature dependence is much weaker.

7.2. Wave stochasticity and ray-tracing/Fokker-PIanck simulations

In order to take full account of this "electromagnetic chaos" when modelling LHCD with

existing ray-tracing/Fokker-Planck codes in moderate temperature Tokamaks, a pragmatic

(Monte-Carlo like) method consists in dividing the excited wave spectrum at the launcher into a

sufficiently large number of rays [26]. This amounts to considering a sufficiently dense

ensemble of initial conditions in order to fill uniformly the phase space domain which is

accessible to the wave. Although this is rather costly in terms of CPU time, it is often the only

way of obtaining predictions which are stable with respect to small variations of the various

plasma or RF parameters. It was indeed necessary for the simulations mentioned in section 5

[43].

7.3. The Wave Diffusion / Fokker-Planck (WDFP) theory

An alternative statistical description of the wave dynamics in the semi-classical limit can

be made using an angle-averaged wave kinetic equation for the electromagnetic energy, U(m)

(where m is the poloidal number), and applying the quasi-linear theory to obtain a wave

diffusion equation in m space, which must be coupled to the usual particle Fokker-Planck

equation [27]. Very interestingly, it turns out that the value of the spectral (i.e, in m space)

diffusion coefficient of the electromagnetic energy, Dwave, which would be difficult to esti. - - ,

has no influence on the resulting power deposition profile of the wave after its self-consistent

quasi-linear interaction with the electron distribution function, fe(v). This is due to a self-

regulating property of the slope of the quasi-plateau of the distribution function in the saturated

regime, which adjusts itself in such a way that the flux5 Dpart3fe(v)/3v, is finite and given by

the collisional flux, independently of Dwave once the input power is known. Since Dpart is
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proportional to U(m) and conversely the Landau damping rate, Y(m), is proportional to

3fe(v)/dv, the product yll which gives the spectral distribution of the absorbed power is also

independent of Dwave- However, both U and y depend on Dwave through both the diffusion

equation

in which the proper source terms (m - O) must be included, and the Fokker-Planck equation.

This result is of great interest because it allows to calculate power deposition profiles without

knowing the stochastic diffusion coefficient of the waves. As an example, application of the

WDFP theory to TORE SUPRA is shown in Fig. 15 and the result are compared with full ray-

tracing calculations.

8. FAST WAVE CURRENT DRIVE MODELING WITH THE ALCYON FULL

WAVE CODE

For the purpose of making Fast Wave Current Drive (FWCD) predictions, direct

electron absorption of the Fast Magnetosonic Wave through combined electron Landau

damping (ELD) and transit time magnetic pumping (TTMP) has been included in the variational

full wave code ALCYON. This code was developed originally for ICRF heating calculations

[28]. The Hamiltonian formulation of the full wave interaction with the electron population in

Tokamak geometry has been developed [29] and has been implemented in the code. The results

of these studies confirm the basic features of FWCD. Due to partial cancellation of the ELD and

TTMP effects, the amplitude of the interaction between the wave and the electrons is reduced

and a significant absorption is found only at high electron temperature and beta, and for bulk
electron interaction (co/k// ~ VCQ). The resulting quasi-linear diffusion coefficient is too weak for

the formation of a plateau in velocity space as in the LHCD case and therefore the damping is

linear. However, as for LHCD in moderate temperature plasmas, the wave propagation and its

absorption spectrum is strongly influenced by the toroidal geometry and the waves execute

multiple passes through the plasma before absorption is complete even for plasma temperatures

as high as 20 keV. The poloidal spectrum of the wave can become very broad during this

process and may reduce the directivity of the launched spectrum at low temperature, e.g. in

TORE SUPRA and even JET. Parasitic absorption may also play a deleterious role in these

machines. In high beta plasmas such as those to be found in ITER, single pass absorptions of

the order of 50% can be obtained and this broadening should be of minor consequences.

The fast wave driven current profiles are always centrally peaked due to the strong

pressure dependence of the damping of the fast wave and to the effect of trapped particles.

Since the driven current is carried by thermal electrons, the FWCD efficiency scales linearly

with the central temperature and an approximate scaling has been proposed [29] which fits

fairly well the results obtained with ALCYON. It reads :
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Y= 0.045 x 1020 [TeO/(Zeff + 5)] (nc/neo)

where Tco is in keV. As an example Fig. 16 shows the result of a calculation for ITER.

9. A REFLECTOR LH ANTENNA CONCEPT

For using LH current drive and profile control in a high bootstrap current, steady-state

fusion reactor, at a frequency near 5 GHz, a few thousands waveguides would be needed to

couple 50 to 100 MW of power with the present rriultijunction antennas. Alternative solutions

are being studied using hyperguide or quasi-optical transmission for carrying the RF power to

the plasma facing launching structure itself. A quasi-optical launcher has been proposed

recently [47] and could be tested in the near future. However, this concept based ou the

diffraction of waves through a double array of rods suffers from a poor theoretical coupling

efficiency (= 20 %) and requires high Q resonant multipasses between the plasma and the rod

array. The main conceptual difficulty is that this system makes no provision for relative phasing

of the incident waves and therefore the fundamental diffracted mode does not propagate in the

plasma. Coupling is then only possible through the second order modes excited by the

diffracting array.

We have recently proposed a new concept [30] for a robust, efficiently cooled, and

remotely replaceable plasma facing structure, in which high individual waveguides (oversized

in the poloidal direction) are separated by relatively thick walls which allow for active heat

removal (Fig. 17). In order to excite slow waves which can radiate into the plasma, the edge of

the thick septa are grooved to form short passive waveguides which act as reflectors of an

adequate depth. The result is called a "reflector array" and can be viewed as a new application

of the general technique of reflector antennas, similar in some sense to the "backfire" arrays

used in TV antennas. The waves in the "reflector" waveguides combine coherently with those

in the "driver" waveguides so as to build up the desired high directivity wavenumber spectrum.

Numerical calculations using the SWAN code show that such a reflector LH antenna should

have a coupling efficiency and a directivity similar to those of more conventional grills

(Fig. 18). Separating the active "driver" waveguides by thick, actively cooled, walls for

continuous reactor operation has to be made however at the expense of area for the transmission

of RF power and should therefore be more demanding than present launchers in terms of

antenna area per watt.

10. CONCLUSION AND PEL"" JCTIVES

A number of experimental and theoretical RF studies have been carried out on TORE

SUPRA. New interesting phenomena, especially concerning plasma confinement, sawtooth

control and long pulse operation have been observed and are still motivating further
investigations.
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The injection of LH power allows a strong decoupling between the central electron

temperature and the current density profile leading to enhanced performance and improved

confinement in stationary plasmas. This regime which combines high Ij and vanishing central

magnetic shear can be obtained either after a current ramp down or directly when applying the

LH power on a 0.8 MA flat-top. It has been called the LHEP mode. Current profile effects

may also be responsible for increasing the duration of IGRF sawtooth-free periods to nearly

one second during combined ICRF heating and LHCD.

The diffusion of suprathermal electrons has been extensively studied and collisional

slowing down has been found to remain the dominant loss of momentum limiting the current

drive efficiency. This means that LHCD with perhaps further acceleration of the fast electrons

through synergistic effects with ICRF [48] remains an efficient tool for controlling the current

profile, especially if feedback control is necessary in the outer part of a high-bootstrap steady-

state reactor plasma. New LH antenna concepts are being studied in the aim of such

applications.

Fast wave current drive modelling with ALCYON allows to make detailed studies of

current drive scenarios in particular for ITER where it should be an efficient method for

controlling the current density in the plasma core.

An upgrade of the machine is under study (TORE SUPRA CONTINU) for extending

the power handling capability of the plasma facing components as well as the pulse length while

operating at higher density for radiation, heat and particle control purposes. Among other

things, the physics program should also aim at the demonstration of steady-state operation with

high confinement, and possibly high normalized beta and high bootstrap current. The design of

a pumped toroidal bottom limiter, and the gradual increase of the installed LH power capability

(with possibly 4 antennas) are the principal developments under study. A major question to be

investigated will be the MHD stability and profile control of such plasmas. Fast wave current

drive with a 6-strap phased antenna and neutral beam injection are the main candidates for

delivering the central seed current necessary for the achievement of these ?ready-stc: - regies.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Time evolution of plasma parameters during the one-minute-long discharge : plasma

current, LH power, electron and ion central temperatures, line-averaged density, loop voltage,

major radius and vertical position.

Fig.2. Lower Hybrid Enhanced Performance (LHEP) discharge : plasma current, loop voltage,

electron temperature, LH power, measured and RLW predicted stored electron energy.

Fig. 3. Electron temperature profiles from Thomson scattering during the ohmic (crosses) and

LHEP (circles) regimes.

Fig. 4. Current density profiles in the ohmic (t = 5 s, dotted curve), intermediate (t = 6 s,

circles) and LHEP regimes (t = 8 s, full curve). LH power deposition profile from ray-tracing.
Fig. 5. Ballooning stability diagram showing the critical pressure gradients, dp/d\|/ in

Pa.rad.Wb-1, vs square root of the poloidal flux in the LHEP regime. The solid (bottom) curve

is the experimental gradient and the other curves are the upper boundary to the first stability

regime (middle curve) and the lower boundary of the second regime (upper curve).

Fig. 6. Simulated (full curves) and measured (dotted lines) current density profiles during the

ohmic (top) and LHEP regimes (bottom).

Fig. 7. Simulated (full curves) and measured (dotted lines) q profiles during the ohmic (top)

and LHEP regimes (bottom).

Fig. 8. Heat diffusivity profiles as found from TRANSP simulations.

Fig. 9. Sawtooth-free period duration vs LH power.

Fig. 10. ECE signal, central safety factor, diamagnetic energy and LH power during a one-

second-long sawtooth-free period.

Fig. 11. Electron thermal diffusivity in the confinement zone vs magnetic shear : L-mode (open

circles) and high-lj (dark circles) LHCD discharges. L-mode (open squares) and "monster"

sawtooth (dark squares) ICRF heated discharges. The RF power is between 2.9 and 3.3 MW.

Fig. 12. (a) Time dependence of the LH power, loop voltage and HXE for a central and a

peripheral chord, (b) Energy variation of the HXE characteristic times ti (open triangles) and 12

(open circles) and of the ECA characteristic time (dark circles). The thin curve corresponds to

collisional slowing-down and the thick one to Fokker-Planck simulations, (c) HXE Abel

inverted profiles at two different times indicated by the shaded areas in (a).

Fig. 13. Flux economy relative to the inductive flux (counted as O if no resistive flux is

necessary, and 1 if the RF provides also the internal magnetic energy), versus normalized LH

power, for various ratios iip/Tres. Exnerimental data shown here were obtained with various

PLH/IP and for ramp-up rates of 0.2 MA/s (circles), 0.05 MA/s (diamonds) and 0.025 MA/s

(squares).

Fig. 14. Ramp-up MHD stability diagram in the LH power vs ramp-up rate space.
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Fig. 15. Comparison of the absorption profiles determined from the WDFP theory (solid

curves) and from ray-tracing/Fokker-Planck simulations (dotted curves) for two different cases,

nco = 5 x 1019 m-3, Tco = 0.75 keV (top) and neo = 5 x 1019 rrr3, Teo = 3 keV (bottom).

Fig. 16. Fast wave driven current density profile for ITER-EDA parameters for a frequency of

22 MHz and a power of 40 MW. , ; ^ _ . .

Fig. 17. Schematic representation of a reflector LH antenna L

Fig. 18. N// power spectrum (a), reflection coefficient and power directivity vs density (b) for a

reflector LH antenna.
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